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Abstract

Frequency and intensity of Internet attacks are rising
with an alarming pace. Several technologies and concepts
were proposed for fighting distributed denial of service
(DDoS) attacks: traceback, pushback, i3, SOS and May-
day. This paper shows that in the case of DDoS reflector at-
tacks they are either ineffective or even counterproductive.
We then propose a novel concept and system that extends
the control over network traffic by network users to the In-
ternet using adaptive traffic processing devices. We safely
delegate partial network management capabilities from net-
work operators to network users. All network packets with
a source or destination address owned by a network user
can now also be controlled within the Internet instead of
only at the network user’s Internet uplink. By limiting the
traffic control features and by restricting the realm of con-
trol to the “owner” of the traffic, we can rule out misuse
of this system. Applications of our system are manifold:
prevention of source address spoofing, DDoS attack mitiga-
tion, distributed firewall-like filtering, new ways of collect-
ing traffic statistics, traceback, distributed network debug-
ging, support for forensic analyses and many more.

1. Introduction

Recent massive Internet worm outbreaks such as Slam-
mer [14], Blaster [24] or Sasser [25] have shown that a large
number of hosts that goes into the millions [12] are patched
lazily or are operated by security-unaware users. Such hosts
can be compromised within a short time to run arbitrary and
potentially malicious attack code transported in a worm or
virus or injected through installed backdoors. Distributed
denial of service attacks (DDoS) use such poorly secured
hosts as attack platform and cause degradation and inter-
ruption of Internet services, which result in major financial
losses, especially if commercial servers are affected [6].In
recent years, such attacks were repeatedly used for black-
mailing companies offering casino, sport bet or advertising
distribution [1] services on the Internet. The attacks’ struc-
tures differ, but all aim at rending a service unavailable for
legitimate clients. A large number of malicious hosts sends
unsolicited network traffic and hereby exhausts network or
host resources.

Keeping a commercial server up and running 24/7 is an
asymmetric struggle: while attackers are able to exploit the
processing and bandwidth resources and the flexibility of a
huge number of compromised hosts to construct new attack
tools and variants, operators of Internet servers are left with-
out appropriate means to counteract attacks. Widespread
availability of attack tools makes it easy for non-experts
(i.e. script kiddies) to carry out large-scale attacks. As a
consequence, new attacks appear frequently, while defence
strategies lag far behind. We believe that current security
technologies and concepts that focus on end system and ac-
cess networks soon cannot cope anymore with the growing
number and the increasing intensity of Internet attacks. We
are convinced that large-scale attacks can only be efficiently
handled by providing increased security within the network.

In this paper, we present a novel distributed traffic control
service, which can help to improve Internet security signif-
icantly. At its core is a safe delegation of network man-
agement capabilities. It is based on adaptive network traf-
fic processing devices that can be deployed incrementally
in the Internet close to routers. As one specific application
domain, we show how such a service can fight DDoS re-
flector attacks, which are tracked down unsatisfactorily and
in some cases are handled even counterproductively by ex-
isting security mechanisms. Our service can help to stop
attack traffic within the network as close to the Internet up-
link of an attacker as possible. Our adaptive traffic control
service is in no way limited to security related applications.
It also enables many other new applications.

The paper is organised as follows: In Section 2, we
present DDoS attack scenarios. In Section 3, we analyse
various mitigation strategies and show the ineffectiveness
of several proposed techniques and systems against DDoS
attacks. In Section 4, we propose our new traffic control ser-
vice based on adaptive devices. The infrastructure we rely
on for our service is explained in Section 5. In Section 6, we
draw our conclusions and give an outlook on future work.

2. Attack Scenario

2.1. Distributed Denial of Service Attacks

In an Internet DDoS attack, compromised hosts of secu-
rity unaware users are usually remotely controlled and or-
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ganised by an attacker into a so calledamplifying network
of masters and agents. They are then misused to carry out
attacks on few or just a single host. Such attacks can also be
targeted at core Internet infrastructure components such as
routers, central services (e.g. domain name system) or low
to medium bandwidth links.

The common aim of DDoS attacks is to deny certain ser-
vices or resources to prospective users. A large diversity
of attack forms exists in the wild. In [20] a taxonomy of
denial of service attacks in the context of networks is pre-
sented. Technically, a partial or complete denial of service
can be caused byexploiting a system weaknessto make a
specific host crash, hang with a blue screen or similar or
cause it to reboot, byexhausting a host’s computational,
storage, memory or other resourceswith the initiation of
expensive calculations (e.g. public key de-/encryption) or
with triggering resource consuming operations (e.g. com-
plex database queries) or using up all disk space (e.g. by
making a host write huge log files). Other ways to cause
denial of service are themisuse of protocolsthat make the
victim host seem to be temporarily unavailable due to faked
protocol signalling (e.g. sending ICMP unreachable mes-
sages or TCP reset packets) or the very commonly used
technique offloodinga target router, host or network link
with huge amounts of packets at fast rates such that many
packet losses occur and stop legitimate traffic from reach-
ing its destination. The many forms in which DDoS attacks
occur in todays Internet make it highly nontrivial to find a
panacea for mitigating or stopping such attacks.

DDoS attacks nowadays typically no longer require la-
borious manual hacking into poorly secured machines over
the Internet. Attackers can make use of Internet worms as
it was done with MyDoom [27] to do this dirty job. This
allows to build up a huge amplifying network of several ten
thousand hosts in a short time.

2.2. DDoS Reflector Attacks

A rather new variant of DDoS attacks became known as
DDoS “reflector” attack. This attack form is especially dif-
ficult to defence against as the victim is flooded with traffic
from ordinary Internet servers that were not even compro-
mised.

A selection of DDoS reflector attacks is described in [16].
Any server that supports a protocol which replies with a
packet after it has received a request packet can be mis-
used as a reflector without the need for a server compro-
mise. Some prominent examples are web servers, Gnutella
servers that even initiate new connections on behalf of other
hosts, FTP servers, DNS servers and routers. They return
SYN ACKs or RSTs in response to the TCP SYN requests
and other TCP packets or ICMP time exceeded or ICMP
host unreachable messages upon certain IP packets.

Figure 1 shows that the agents send their packets with the
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Figure 1: A generic DDoS reflector attack setup

spoofed source address set to the victim’s address to “inno-
cent” servers, which act as reflectors. The source addresses
of the actual attack packets received by the victim are not
spoofed. They belong to legitimate uncompromised servers.
Stopping traffic from these sources will also terminate ac-
cess to Internet services that the victim might rely on.

DDoS attacks organise master and agent hosts in the way
of anamplifying networkas shown in Figure 1. Such a net-
work amplifies therate of packets (a few control packets of
the attacker to the masters cause many attack packets to be
sent by the agents to the victim), thesizeof packets (if re-
quest packet size< reply packet size) and thedifficulty to
trace back an attack to the initiating attacker. We will come
back to these core properties when discussing security as-
pects of our traffic control service.

3. Analysis of Mitigation Mechanisms

This section presents related work that addresses mitiga-
tion strategies against DDoS attacks. We distinguish two
basic mitigation schemes,reactive and proactive, which
are analysed in more detail and discussed with regard to
their mitigation effectiveness and implementation complex-
ity. We show that earlier proposed mitigation schemes fall
short of counteracting certain classes of DDoS attacks. In
some cases mitigation schemes even amplify the effects of
an attack as legitimate servers or complete networks are cut
off from the network.

3.1. Reactive Mitigation Strategies

Reactive schemes often proceed in three phases. In the
first phase, distributed monitoring components try to detect
on-going DDoS attacks. Once an attack is detected, the de-
tector triggers the second phase resulting in the deployment
of countermeasures. In the third phase, when the DDoS
attack subsides or stops, countermeasures are relieved or re-
moved.



A lot of prior work concentrated on tracing back pack-
ets with spoofed source addresses to their actual origin
[19, 21, 22, 28]. While this is very valuable in forensics
to find the origins and maybe the originator of the attack, it
deals with neither detecting attacks nor deploying any dis-
positions against ongoing attacks. Traceback mechanisms
play an important role in other reactive mitigation schemes
to determine where countermeasures should be deployed
and which filtering rules should be applied. Reactive strate-
gies involving traceback mechanisms, will yield a wrong
“attack source” – the reflectors – to be identified and pos-
sibly filtered, if DDoS attacks involve reflectors. Relying
on traceback mechanisms and subsequently filter outbound
traffic of reflectors might block access to important services,
because reflectors often host DNS or web servers.

The authors of [11] propose that attacked hosts set filter
rules limiting the traffic to specific ports at the last hop IP
router. The idea is that the network infrastructure is able
to deal with traffic bursts occurring during a DDoS attack,
while the attacked host is not able to process incoming traf-
fic. An interesting open question is, whether a host is still
able to configure filter rules, if its computing or memory
resources are exhausted under a DDoS attack.

In addition to the approach above, the authors of [11]
propose a DDoS defence mechanism based on theInternet
Indirection Infrastructure (i3)[23]. i3 aims to generalise
TCP/IP’s point-to-point communication to support commu-
nication schemes such as multicast, anycast and mobility. i3
is implemented as an overlay that is used to route a client’s
packets to atrigger and from there to the server. Due to per-
formance concerns, i3 would only be used if a server were
under attack. Otherwise, communication would be estab-
lished directly between client and server. To use i3 as a de-
fence mechanisms, IP addresses of the attacked servers are
assumed to be hidden from the attackers. It remains unclear
how server IP addresses can be hidden under attack, when
they are known under normal operation.

Pushback[13] performs monitoring by observing packet
drop statistics in individual routers. Once a link becomes
overloaded to a certain degree, the pushback logic, which is
co-located with routers, classifies dropped packets accord-
ing to source addresses. The class of source addresses with
the highest dropped packet count is then considered to origi-
nate from the attacker. Filter rules to rate limit packets from
the identified source address(es) are automatically installed
on the concerned router. Routers on the path towards the
source(s) of attack are informed about the detected attacks
and install the same rules. In this way, the attack ispushed
backand confined.

Pushback assumes that DDoS attacks result in overloaded
links. In many cases, however, an attacked server’s re-
sources are exhausted before its uplink is overloaded. In
particular, this is the case for servers that are hosted in

farms, where the communication link is provisioned to feed
a large number of servers. Moreover, rate limiting flows
based on source addresses is not adequate, if addresses are
spoofed. In this case, legitimate sources may experience
severe service degradation. The pushback protocol [8] re-
quires all routers to collaborate. If a router on a path be-
tween attacker(s) and victim does not speak the protocol,
the pushback of filter rules stops to extend further on that
particular path.

An inherent problem of reactive mechanisms is that it is
very difficult to detect DDoS attacks. None of the discussed
systems with the exception of Pushback addresses this issue.

3.2. Proactive Mitigation Strategies

Proactive strategies intend to reduce the possibility of
successful DDoS attacks by taking appropriate provisions
prior to attacks.

Ingress filtering[7] rejects packets with a spoofed source
address at the ingress of a network (e.g. ISP’s backbone).
As spoofed source addresses are used in several attacks, this
approach when put widespread into operation renders many
attacks inefficient. Attacks involving reflectors with legiti-
mate source addresses, however, are only affected if ingress
routing is applied on paths between agents and reflectors
(see Figure 1). Performing ingress filtering puts a manage-
ment burden on ISPs, because they must keep all filtering
rules up to date and defective rules will disgruntle their cus-
tomers. Even though ingress filtering was proposed in 1998
to prevent attacks, it was only partially applied worldwide
as current attacks show.

Secure overlay networkssuch as SOS [9] and Mayday
[4] reduce the risk that a DDoS attack severely affects the
communication among members of the overlay network to
a minimum. Secure overlay networks require each user of a
group wanting to communicate to pre-establish a trust re-
lationship with the other group members. In addition, a
user may be required to participate in many groups. As
management of many trust relationships is costly and po-
tentially large amounts of traffic is routed among overlay
nodes, overlay-based proactive solutions are not adequate
for generic communication scenarios (e.g. Yahoo, Google,
ebay, etc.), which include millions of communicating hosts.
Furthermore, keeping malicious users out of an overlay will
be a challenge for a large user base.

3.3. Discussion of Mitigation Effectiveness

We have seen that the described reactive mitigation
schemes fail to be effective against DDoS attacks in all three
phases: detection, traceback and filtering. What makes
DDoS attacks so hard to come by is the fact that attack traf-
fic generally contains spoofed source addresses. InDDoS
reflector attacks this is even more complex, because the



victim does not receive traffic from the DDoS agents di-
rectly, but from legitimate sources without spoofed source
addresses. If source spoofing were impossible, reflector at-
tacks could be prevented. Furthermore, complex traceback
mechanisms would not be needed, because the originator of
malicious packets could be identified by the source address
in those packets.

Making source address spoofing impossible requires
proactive mechanisms, since measures have to be takenbe-
fore an attack. Proactive approaches may be implemented
directly in the IP network or as an overlay network. An
advantage of overlay-based solutions is that they can be de-
ployed incrementally, without requiring the cooperation of
ISPs. Users only participate in a secure overlay, if the riskof
DDoS attacks against them and resulting costs exceed their
effort to participate in the overlay.

More effective defence strategies are possible within the
IP network. Performing ingress filtering, a single router is
capable of blocking traffic from a big number of malicious
nodes. In [15] the authors show that ingress filtering is al-
ready highly effective against source address spoofing even
if only approximately 20% of the autonomous systems have
it in place.

As a consequence, the network itself should offer appro-
priate means for defence. Defence mechanisms must be im-
plemented by the ISPs and BSPs, because they control the
traffic entering their network and have access to technol-
ogy that allows them to deal with large volumes of traffic.
However, ISPs currently lack any incentive to implement
proactive mechanisms.

4. Distributed Traffic Control by IP Address
Owners

Todays’ Internet is controlled by network operators,
namely Internet and backbone service providers. Network
users are restricted to control traffic at their Internet uplink
and cannot manage or control network traffic within the In-
ternet.

4.1. Network Traffic Control Service

We propose a novel service that enables network oper-
ators to safely delegate specific traffic control to network
users. That for, we introduce the new concept oftraffic
ownership. We declare a network packet to be owned by
these network users, who are officially registered to hold ei-
ther the destination or the source IP address or both of that
packet. The delegation of certain network management ca-
pabilities from network operators to network users is safe
in the way that our system assures that a network user can
only get control over the IP packets he or she owns. By
adding even further restrictions on the traffic control capa-
bilities, as discussed in Section 4.5., we can prevent misuse

and malicious interference with other traffic. If the source
and destination address of a network packet belong to dif-
ferent parties, a packet can be controlled subsequently by
two different parties. Traffic control can be executed by a
designated party on behalf of a network address owner.
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Figure 2: Router extension with adaptive device

Our system consists of remotely programmable network
traffic processing devices as shown in Figure 2. The owner
of a network address or range gets access to the manage-
ment of some or all of these devices after having registered
for the distributed traffic control service. Traffic entering
a router is redirected to a nearby adaptive device only if
it carries an IP address as source or destination, which the
adaptive device was setup for (see Section 5.). Most traffic
will use the direct path through the router.

When the adaptive device processes a network packet, it
first executes traffic control on behalf of the owner of the
source IP address. Subsequently, it executes traffic control
on behalf of the owner of the IP destination address. This is
analogous to the high-level communication process of first
sending an Internet packet by the source (and hence under
its control) and then receiving it by the destination (and con-
sequently under the recipient’s control). This control hand-
over is performed at each activated adaptive device on the
network path of an IP packet.

4.2. Adaptive Device Functionalities

As the name “adaptive” implies, the functionality of the
device can be extended and modified by installing new soft-
ware (or hardware) modules when new demands arise. Fur-
thermore, upon routing updates, the configuration of mod-
ules that depend on the topology can be either automatically
adapted or they can be temporarily disabled.

In the context of DDoS attack mitigation, we think
of firewall-like services like anti-spoofing filtering, packet
dropping, payload deletion, source IP blacklisting or traf-
fic rate limiting. Rules that match traffic by header fields,
payload (or payload hashes), or timing characteristics etc.
can be installed, configured and activated instantly. During
attacks, triggers can automatically activate predefined addi-
tional configurations.

To make such a distributed firewall even more power-
ful, each such device must provide contextual information
depending on where it is attached to the network. Ad-
ditionally, if made available by the network operator, the



router’s state and configuration (e.g. static routing informa-
tion, packet drop rates, congestion parameters, traffic mix,
router load etc.) can also be provided. We can e.g. only
prevent source spoofing effectively, if the adaptive deviceis
aware of whether it processes transit traffic of autonomous
systems or only traffic from customers of a peripheral ISP.

4.3. Attack Prevention and Defence

For stopping a DDoS reflector attack to a specific web
site, the owner of that web site’s IP address can, by using
our proposed traffic control system, almost instantly deploy
worldwide ingress filtering rules. These rules will block all
traffic that enters the Internet from customers of a periph-
eral ISP and that carries this web site’s spoofed IP address
in the packets. Of course, transit traffic, the traffic of the
peripheral ISP, where this web site is attached to, and traffic
to clients located at peripheral ISPs must not be blocked, as
we want the web site’s reply packets to reach the legitimate
hosts requesting service from it. The more ISPs offer such
a distributed traffic control service, the more effective such
a defence will be. Our service allows for filtering traffic
close to the source of the attack. Hence, we can heavily re-
duce collateral damage caused by compromised hosts acting
as DDoS reflector attack agents. Whereas ingress filtering
itself is not new, the way how we allow network users to
remotely deploy such filtering for their IP range is novel.

Attacks based on protocol misuse like e.g. sending ICMP
unreachable or TCP reset messages to tear down TCP con-
nections can also be filtered out. Without such a distributed
traffic control service, worldwide filtering of illegitimate
packets is almost impossible due to the many network op-
erators involved that have to be contacted individually for
setting up filter rules all over the globe.

4.4. Emerging Applications

Our adaptive devices are in no way limited to firewall-like
functionality as new software and hardware modules can be
installed when needed. Other services can be based on log-
ging data, collecting traffic statistics, or triggering events.
To illustrate the multipurpose nature of our infrastructure,
we briefly describe additional use cases of our system.

Traceback: Our system could be used to implement a
worldwide packet traceback service such as SPIE [21] by
storing a backlog of packet hashes. This would enable sup-
port for network forensics by sampling traces of suspicious
network activity. Such a service would allow the network
user to investigate the origin of spoofed network traffic.

Automated reaction to network anomalies: Our sys-
tem allows placing triggers in the network in a distributed
manner. Triggers generate events if a specific condition is
met and thus can be used to signal the activation of a traf-
fic filter function. Automated reaction to network anoma-

lies could be implemented by placing triggers that fire an
event if the traffic statistics (e.g. rate of connection attempts
from/to a particular server) indicate values exceeding ex-
pected boundaries. As a consequence, a rule that rate limits
the anomalous traffic could be activated.

Network debugging and optimisation:Our system pro-
vides means to collect traffic statistics within the network.
Link delays or packet loss on intermediate links could be
measured for network debugging purposes. As an example,
such information could help providers of content distribu-
tion services to optimize their (overlay) network.

4.5. Security Considerations

For the proposed distributed traffic control service to be
accepted by ISPs and BSPs, it is vital, that such a device
will keep the network manageable by the network operators
and that it cannot be misused for an attack itself. This is
addressed by the core of our novel approach: We restrict
the traffic control for each network address owner to his/her
own traffic, i.e. packets to/from owned IP addresses. This
allows our service to assure that traffic owned by other par-
ties is not affected. Hence, collateral damage caused by
misconfigurations or malicious behaviour of users having
access to such devices can be prevented. In addition, ISPs
and BSPs do not loose control over their network.

As any misuse of such a novel service must be prevented
from the very beginning for gaining acceptance by network
operators, we restrict it even further. We do not allow the
adaptive device to modify the source and the destination IP
address of a packet. Such rerouting could wreak havoc eas-
ily (causing routing loops, interference with other routing
mechanisms, transparent source spoofing, or “forwarding”
of attack traffic). Also the TTL (time to live) field of IP
packets is a field we cannot allow to be modified as it aims
to set an upper bound of network resources a packet is able
to use. Furthermore, we need to prevent that the service can
cause amplifying network-like effects as discussed in Sec-
tion 2. The traffic control must not allow thepacket rateto
increase. In addition, the amount of the network traffic leav-
ing the adaptive device must be equal or less1 compared to
the amount of traffic entering it. I.e. packet size may only
stay the same or become smaller. New service modules for
the adaptive device must be checked for security compli-
ance before deployment.

Consequently, the danger of delegating partial control of
the network from the network operator to the customers is
very limited as countermeasures against effects of miscon-
figurations and misuse were taken into consideration when
designing this new service.

Theend-to-end principlein system design [18] favours a

1For e.g. logging, statistics or trigger event services, we will allow a
reasonable amount of additional traffic.



network with only a simple but powerful packet forwarding
service. However, in [17] the authors argue this principle
should be interpreted on a case by case basis. We are con-
vinced that the increase in network security and functional-
ity outweighs the disadvantages of the complexity added to
the network by deploying our traffic control service.

4.6. Incentives for Deployment

We see many incentives for ISPs and BSPs to deploy such
a distributed traffic control system. It can be offered as a
new premium service to customers that e.g. need to protect
their commercial Internet servers from attacks, or that want
to gather distributed traffic statistics for their sites. Besides
using it for new security services, there are many other pos-
sible applications as stated in Section 4.4.

Malicious or illegitimate traffic can now be filtered closer
to the source. This frees valuable bandwidth resources
and makes them available for transporting legitimate traf-
fic. Collateral damage is limited mostly to poorly managed
access networks where infected or compromised machines
are hooked up to the Internet. This is because attack traffic
can be filtered by the new traffic control service at the uplink
of such an ISP to a more security-aware ISP or BSP. Other
advantages are that ISPs can offer new services and gen-
erate additional revenue, whereas customers of an ISP get
better service and, e.g. can rapidly reconfigure the adaptive
devices in the network to their needs.

5. Infrastructure

This section describes the deployment of our traffic con-
trol service and its underlying network infrastructure.

5.1. Network Model
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Figure 3: Network model

Our network model shown in Figure 3 distinguishes four
different roles: Internet number authority, Traffic control
service provider (TCSP), Internet service provider (ISP)2,

2This section subsumes both type of organisations, ISPs and BSPs, un-
der the role ISP.

andNetwork user.
The TCSP manages the new traffic control (TC) service.

It sets up contracts with many ISPs that subsequently attach
adaptive devices to some or all of their routers and enable
their network management system to program and configure
these adaptive devices.

Network user
Traffic control service

provider
Internet number authority

registerWithService

verifyOwnership
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confirmServiceRegistration(TCSP certificate)

Figure 4: Service registration

A network user must first register with the TCSP be-
fore using the traffic control service (Figure 4). The TCSP
checks the identity of the network user3 and verifies the
claimed ownership of IP addresses, which she wants to con-
trol traffic for. Therefore, the TCSP checks with Internet
number authorities4 if the IP addresses are indeed owned by
the service requester. If everything is ok, access to the traf-
fic control service is granted. The binding of a network user
to the set of IP addresses owned and the subsequent veri-
fication when using the traffic control service (TC service)
could be implemented with digital certificates signed by the
TCSP. After successfully registering to the basic TC ser-
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Figure 5: Service deployment

vice, a network user may initiate the deployment of a spe-
cific service (e.g. ingress filtering), which is implemented
on top of the TC service (Figure 5). The network user re-
quests the TCSP to deploy the specific service in the net-

3To check the network user’s identity the TCSP performs similar ac-
tions as a digital certification authority (CA), e.g. offlineverification of an
official identity card or online verification of a digital certificate issued by
a trusted CA.

4Ownership of (ranges of) IP addresses is maintained in databases of
organisations such as ARIN, RIPE NCC, etc.



work. The network user may scope the deployment accord-
ing to different criteria (e.g. “only on border routers of stub
networks”). The TCSP maps the request to service com-
ponents and instructs network management systems of ap-
propriate ISP’s to deploy and configure the service compo-
nents. ISPs in turn deploy and configure the components
on adequate adaptive devices and configure their routers ac-
cordingly. Once the service is deployed, a network user
may activate, modify specific parameters or read logs of the
service. Therefore it sends corresponding requests to the
TCSP, which relays them to the appropriate ISP’s network
management systems.

Our infrastructure offers an alternative way to activate,
modify specific parameters or read logs of the service. A
network user may directly interact with the ISPs’ network
management systems tocontrol the processing of packets
that contain an IP address he owns either as source or desti-
nation. For an efficient configuration of many adaptive de-
vices, an ISP’s network management system can forward re-
quested configurations to other ISPs’ network management
systems upon request of the network user. This approach
is particularly useful if the network conditions are such that
the TCSP can no longer be reached, e.g. because of an on-
going DDoS attack on the TCSP.

In principle, each ISP could establish a mini-TCSP and
offer the traffic control service limited to his network. How-
ever, this would make worldwide deployment of traffic con-
trol based services cumbersome. The introduction of a
TCSP helps to scale the management of our service. Only
a single service registration is needed instead of a separate
one with each ISP.

The infrastructure can be deployed incrementally. Most
traffic control based services will be useful even if not all
ISPs offer it. They become more effective when more ISPs
join. E.g. anti-spoofing protection and firewall-like services
can filter closer to the source and therefore less network re-
sources will be wasted.

5.2. Node Architecture

Our node is based on a legacy Internet router with ba-
sic filtering and redirection mechanisms. The router is ex-
tended with a programmable traffic processing device (Fig-
ure 6). The device can be separate or integrated into future
routers.

Network user traffic can be redirected permanently to the
traffic processing device. The traffic is processed accord-
ing to the service requested by the network user. Services
are composed of components that are arranged as directed
graphs [10, 5]. Each component performs some well de-
fined packet processing. The functionality of components is
restricted as described in Section 4.5.

A network user may define two different stages of packet
processing. As discussed in Section 4.1., these processing
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Network
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Network
user 3

from  ISP network 
management

standard IP 
forwarding

Second proc. stageFirst proc. stage

Figure 6: Node architecture

stages determine the processing of packets having the net-
work user’ssourceanddestinationIP address, respectively.

5.3. Scalability

According to the Computer Industry Almanac [3] the In-
ternet had 666 million users in 2002. In August 2004,
there were 21.7 mill. hosts [2] connected to the Internet
and roughly 10.000 autonomous systems. We target our
distributed traffic control service at large organisationsthat
are strongly dependent on Internet communication for their
revenue, for vital information exchange or their reputation:
Large online shops, large companies, organisations that
make heavy use of VLANs to connect their subsidiaries,
business to business portals, governmental organisations
and others. We do not target our service at home users or
small entreprises.

Such a service will be a paid premium service as it re-
quires a new infrastructure to be built and operated. For
large organisations that have a clear interest in keeping their
Internet services available even when under attack, such a
service covers a vital business interest. Therefore, we think
that the total number of users of this service will be in the
tens of thousands rather than in the millions.

Each user of our traffic control service will use some spe-
cific customizable services (e.g. ingress filtering, traceback
support) that will result in new rules and modules being ac-
tivated in our adaptive devices. If the user base grows larger
than an adapative device can afford, the ISPs can simply
install additional adaptive devices and connect them the to
their routers. Redirecting traffic to one of several adaptive
devices connected to a router is straight forward. Such a
stepwise extension of our infrastructure is affordable as it is
only needed when the customer base will increase.

It is important to notice that no additional rules must be
installed in our adaptive devices when more users join the
Internet or when additional computers are attached. Only
if the bandwidth of an ISP implementing our service in-
creases, a faster adaptive device or several devices might
be needed. The scaling factors that our service depends
on is the total number of autonomous systems (i.e. large
ISPs) deploying our service, the resulting number of rules



installed (derived from the tens of thousands of subscribers
to our service and their specific traffic control needs) and the
bandwidth at which traffic must be filtered and processed in
the adaptive devices.

6. Conclusions and Future Work

Our analysis of earlier proposed DDoS attack mitigation
systems revealed several inherent weaknesses, which im-
pede those systems to cope with certain classes of DDoS
attacks. In particular, such systems may completely cut off
legitimate servers or networks under a DDoS reflector at-
tack, thus amplifying the effects of the attack.

We proposed a new distributed traffic control system that
enables ISPs to deploy new applications within the network
and to safely delegate partial network control to network
users. We described how such a system can be used topre-
ventDDoS reflector attacks, which earlier proposed DDoS
attack mitigation systems failed to counteract as our ana-
lysis showed. Ultimately, our system effectively stops at-
tack traffic close to the source. Herewith, it frees network
resources that are nowadays wasted for transporting attack
traffic around the globe and that harm not only the target
system but also cause collateral damage like network con-
gestion. Many new applications, also not security related
ones, will emerge once such a system is available.

Leveraging acceptance by ISPs for such a system will be
vital. We think that our traffic control system [26] offers
many incentives for ISPs and at the same time a high level
of security against misuse, which was a major concern with
other approaches in the field of active and programmable
networks. In a next step, we build a prototype to get first
experiences with such a system.
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